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Abstract. Automata on infinite objects were the key to the solution
of several fundamental decision problems in mathematics and logic. Today, automata on infinite objects are used for formal specification and
verification of reactive systems. The practical importance of automata
in formal methods has motivated a re-examination of the blow up that
translations among different types of automata involve. For most translations, the situation is satisfying, in the sense that even if there is a
gap between the upper and the lower bound, it is small. For some highly
practical cases, however, the gap between the upper and the lower bound
is exponential or even larger. The article surveys several such frustrating
cases, studies features that they share, and describes recent efforts (with
partial success) to close the gaps.
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Introduction

Finite automata on infinite objects were first introduced in the 60’s, and were
the key to the solution of several fundamental decision problems in mathematics
and logic [3, 25, 31]. Today, automata on infinite objects are used for specification and verification of reactive systems. The automata-theoretic approach to
verification reduces questions about systems and their specifications to questions about automata [19, 41]. Recent industrial-strength property-specification
languages such as Sugar, ForSpec, and the recent standard PSL 1.01 [7] include
regular expressions and/or automata, making specification and verification tools
that are based on automata even more essential and popular.
Early automata-based algorithms aimed at showing decidability. The complexity of the algorithm was not of much interest. For example, the fundamental
automata-based algorithms of Büchi and Rabin, for the decidability of S1S and
SnS (the monadic second-order theories of infinite words and trees, respectively)
[3, 31] are of non-elementary complexity (i.e., the complexity can not be bounded
by a stack of exponentials of a fixed height [26]). Proving the decidability of a
given logic was then done by translating the logic to a monadic second-order
theory, ignoring the fact that a direct algorithm could have been more efficient.
Things have changed in the early 80’s, when decidability of highly expressive
logics became of practical importance in areas such as artificial intelligence and
formal reasoning about systems. The change was reflected in the development

of two research directions: (1) direct and efficient translations of logics to automata [43, 37, 40], and (2) improved algorithms and constructions for automata
on infinite objects [33, 10, 30].
Both research directions are relevant not only for solving the decidability
problem, but also for solving other basic problems in formal methods, such as
model checking [5] and synthesis [30]. Moreover, input from the industry continuously brings to the field new problems and challenges, requiring the development
of new translations and algorithms.1 For many problems and constructions, our
community was able to come up with satisfactory solutions, in the sense that the
upper bound (the complexity of the best algorithm or the blow-up in the best
known construction) coincides with the lower bound (the complexity class in
which the problem is hard, or the blow-up that is known to be unavoidable). For
some problems and constructions, however, the gap between the upper bound
and the lower bound is significant. This situation is especially frustrating, as
it implies that not only we may be using algorithms that can be significantly
improved, but also that something is missing in our understanding of automata
on infinite objects.
Before turning to the frustrating cases, let us first describe one “success story”
— the complementation construction for nondeterministic Büchi automata on
infinite words (NBWs). Translating S1S into NBWs, Büchi had to prove the
closure of NBWs under complementation. For that, Büchi suggested in 1962 a
doubly-exponential construction. Thus, starting with an NBW with n states, the
O(n)
complementary automaton had 22
states [3]. The lower bound known then
for NBW complementation was 2n , which followed from the complementation
of automata on finite words. Motivated by problems in formal methods, Sistla,
Vardi, and Wolper developed in 1985 a better complementation construction
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with only a 2O(n ) blow-up [36]. Only in 1988, Safra introduced a determinization
construction for NBWs that enabled a 2O(n log n) complementation construction
[33], and Michel proved a matching lower bound [28]. The story, however, was not
over. A careful analysis of the lower and upper bounds reveals an exponential gap
hiding in the constants of the O() notations. While the upper bound of Safra is
n2n , the lower bound of Michel is only n!, which is roughly (n/e)n . Only recently,
a new complementation construction, which avoids determinization, has led to
an improved upper bound of (0.97n)n [11], and a new concept, of full automata,
has led to an improved lower bound of (0.76n)n [44]. Thus, a gap still exists,
but it is an acceptable one, and it probably does not point to a significant gap
in our understanding of nondeterministic Büchi automata.
In the article, we survey two representative problems for which the gap between the upper and the lower bound is still exponential. In Section 3, we consider safety properties and the problem of translating safety properties to non1

In fact, the practical importance of automata has lead to a reality in which the
complexity of a solution or a construction is only one factor in measuring its quality.
Other measures, such as the feasibility of a symbolic implementation or the effectiveness of optimizations and heuristics in the average case are taken into an account
too. In this article, however, we only consider worst-case complexity.

deterministic automata on finite words. In Section 4, we consider the problem of
translating nondeterministic Büchi word automata to nondeterministic co-Büchi
word automata. Both problems have strong practical motivation, and in both
progress has been recently achieved. We study the problems, their motivation,
and their current status. The study is based on joint work with Moshe Vardi
[16], Robby Lampert [14], and Benjamin Aminof [2].
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Preliminaries

Word automata. An infinite word over an alphabet Σ is an infinite sequence
w = σ1 · σ2 · · · of letters in Σ. A nondeterministic Büchi word automaton (NBW,
for short) is A = hΣ, Q, δ, Q0 , F i, where Σ is the input alphabet, Q is a finite
set of states, δ : Q × Σ → 2Q is a transition function, Q0 ⊆ Q is a set of initial
states, and F ⊆ Q is a set of accepting states. If |Q0 | = 1 and δ is such that for
every q ∈ Q and σ ∈ Σ, we have that |δ(q, σ)| = 1, then A is a deterministic
Büchi word automaton (DBW).
Given an input word w = σ0 · σ1 · · · in Σ ω , a run of A on w is a sequence
r0 , r1 , . . . of states in Q such that r0 ∈ Q0 and for every i ≥ 0, we have ri+1 ∈
δ(ri , σi ); i.e., the run starts in one of the initial states and obeys the transition
function. Note that a nondeterministic automaton can have many runs on w. In
contrast, a deterministic automaton has a single run on w. For a run r, let inf (r)
denote the set of states that r visits infinitely often. That is, inf (r) = {q ∈ Q :
ri = q for infinitely many i ≥ 0}. As Q is finite, it is guaranteed that inf (r) 6= ∅.
The run r is accepting iff inf (r) ∩ F 6= ∅. That is, a run r is accepting iff there
exists a state in F that r visits infinitely often. A run that is not accepting is
rejecting. An NBW A accepts an input word w iff there exists an accepting run
of A on w. The language of an NBW A, denoted L(A), is the set of words that
A accepts. We assume that a given NBW A has no empty states (that is, at
least one word is accepted from each state – otherwise we can remove the state).
Linear Temporal Logic. The logic LTL is a linear temporal logic. Formulas of LTL
are constructed from a set AP of atomic propositions using the usual Boolean
operators and the temporal operators G (“always”), F (“eventually”), X (“next
time”), and U (“until”). Formulas of LTL describe computations of systems over
AP . For example, the LTL formula G(req → F ack ) describes computations in
which every position in which req holds is eventually followed by a position in
which ack holds. For the detailed syntax and semantics of LTL, see [29]. The
model-checking problem for LTL is to determine, given an LTL formula ψ and a
system M , whether all the computations of M satisfy ψ.
General methods for LTL model checking are based on translation of LTL
formulas to nondeterministic Büchi word automata:
Theorem 1. [41] Given an LTL formula ψ, one can construct an NBW Aψ that
accepts exactly all the computations that satisfy ψ. The size of Aψ is exponential
in the length of ψ.

Given a system M and a property ψ, model checking of M with respect to ψ is
reduced to checking the emptiness of the product of M and A¬ψ [41]. This check
can be performed on-the-fly and symbolically [6, 12, 38], and the complexity of
model checking that follows is PSPACE, with a matching lower bound [35].

3

Translating Safety Properties to Automata

Of special interest are properties asserting that the system always stays within
some allowed region, in which nothing “bad” happens. For example, we may
want to assert that two processes are never simultaneously in the critical section.
Such properties of systems are called safety properties. Intuitively, a property ψ
is a safety property if every violation of ψ occurs after a finite execution of the
system. In our example, if in a computation of the system two processes are in
the critical section simultaneously, this occurs after some finite execution of the
system.
In this section we study the translation of safety properties to nondeterministic automata on finite words (NFWs). We first define safety and co-safety
languages, define bad and good prefixes, and motivate the above construction.
We then describe a recent result that describes a construction of an NFW for
bad and good prefixes for the case the safety or the co-safety property is given
by means on an LTL formula.
3.1

Safety properties and their verification

We refer to computations of a nonterminating system as infinite words over an
alphabet Σ. Typically, Σ = 2AP , where AP is the set of the system’s atomic
propositions. Consider a language L ⊆ Σ ω of infinite words over the alphabet
Σ. A finite word x ∈ Σ ∗ is a bad prefix for L iff for all y ∈ Σ ω , we have x · y 6∈ L.
Thus, a bad prefix is a finite word that cannot be extended to an infinite word
in L. Note that if x is a bad prefix, then all the finite extensions of x are also
bad prefixes. A language L is a safety language iff every infinite word w 6∈ L
has a finite bad prefix.2 For a safety language L, we denote by bad-pref (L) the
set of all bad prefixes for L. For example, if Σ = {0, 1}, then L = {0ω , 1ω } is a
safety language. To see this, note that every word not in L contains either the
sequence 01 or the sequence 10, and a prefix that ends in one of these sequences
cannot be extended to a word in L. Thus, bad-pref (L) is the language of the
regular expression (0∗ · 1 + 1∗ · 0) · (0 + 1)∗ .
For a language L ⊆ Σ ω (Σ ∗ ), we use comp(L) to denote the complement
of L; i.e., comp(L) = Σ ω \ L (Σ ∗ \ L, respectively). We say that a language
L ⊆ Σ ω is a co-safety language iff comp(L) is a safety language. (The term used
in [23] is guarantee language.) Equivalently, L is co-safety iff every infinite word
2

The definition of safety we consider here is given in [1], it coincides with the definition
of limit closure defined in [9], and is different from the definition in [20], which also
refers to the property being closed under stuttering.

w ∈ L has a good prefix x ∈ Σ ∗ : for all y ∈ Σ ω , we have x · y ∈ L. For a cosafety language L, we denote by good-pref (L) the set of good prefixes for L. Note
that for a safety language L, we have that good-pref (comp(L)) = bad-pref (L).
Thus, in order to construct the set of bad prefixes for a safety property, one can
construct the set of good prefixes for its complementary language.
We say that an NBW A is a safety (co-safety) automaton iff L(A) is a
safety (co-safety) language. We use bad-pref (A), good-pref (A), and comp(A) to
abbreviate bad-pref (L(A)), good-pref (L(A)), and comp(L(A)), respectively.
In addition to proof-based methods for the verification of safety properties
[23, 24], there is extensive work on model checking of safety properties. Recall
that general methods for model checking of linear properties are based on a
construction of an NBW A¬ψ that accepts exactly all the infinite computations
that violate the property ψ and is of size exponential in ψ [22, 41]. Verification
of a system M with respect to ψ is then reduced to checking the emptiness of
the product of M and A¬ψ [39].
When ψ is a safety property, the NBW A¬ψ can be replaced by bad-pref (Aψ )
– an NFW that accepts exactly all the bad prefixes of ψ [16]. This has several advantages, as reasoning about finite words is simpler than reasoning about infinite
words: symbolic reasoning (in particular, bounded model checking procedures)
need not look for loops and can, instead, apply backward or forward reachability
analysis [4]. In fact, the construction of bad-pref (Aψ ) reduces the model-checking
problem to the problem of invariance checking [23], which is amenable to both
model-checking techniques and deductive verification techniques. In addition,
using bad-pref (Aψ ), we can return to the user a finite error trace, which is a bad
prefix, and which is often more helpful than an infinite error trace.
Consider a safety NBW A. The construction of bad-pref (A) was studied in
[16]. If A is deterministic, we can construct a deterministic automaton on finite
words (DFW) for bad-pref (A) by defining the set of accepting states to be the
set of states s for which A with initial state s is empty. Likewise, if A is a cosafety automaton, we can construct a DFW for good-pref (A) by defining the set
of accepting states to be the set of states s for which A with initial state s is
universal.
When A is nondeterministic, the story is more complicated. Even if we are
after a nondeterministic, rather than a deterministic, automaton for the bad
or good prefixes, the transition from infinite words to finite words involves an
exponential blow-up. Formally, we have the following.
Theorem 2. [16] Consider an NBW A of size n.
1. If A is a safety automaton, the size of an NFW for bad-pref (A) is 2Θ(n) .
2. If A is a co-safety automaton, the size of an NFW for good-pref (A) is 2Θ(n) .
The lower bound in Theorem 2 for the case A is a safety automaton is not
surprising. Essentially, it follows from the fact that bad-pref (A) refers to words
that are not accepted by A. Hence, it has the flavor of complementation, and
complementation of nondeterministic automata involves an exponential blow-up
[27]. The second blow up, however, in going from a co-safety automaton to a

nondeterministic automaton for its good prefixes is surprising. Its proof in [16]
highlights the motivation behind the definition of a fine automaton for safety
properties, and we describe it below.
For n ≥ 1, let Σn = {1, . . . , n, &}. We define Ln as the language of all words
w ∈ Σnω such that w contains at least one & and the letter after the first & is
either & or it has already appeared somewhere before the first &. The language
Ln is a co-safety language. Indeed, each word in Ln has a good prefix (e.g.,
the one that contains the first & and its successor). We can recognize Ln with
an NBW with O(n) states (the NBW guesses the letter that appears after the
first &). Obvious good prefixes for Ln are 12&&, 123&2, etc. That is, prefixes
that end one letter after the first &, and their last letter is either & or has
already appeared somewhere before the &. We can recognize these prefixes with
an NFW with O(n) states. But Ln also has some less obvious good prefixes, like
1234 · · · n& (a permutation of 1 . . . n followed by &). These prefixes are indeed
good, as every suffix we concatenate to them would start with & or with a letter
in {1, . . . , n}, which has appeared before the &. To recognize these prefixes, an
NFW needs to keep track of subsets of {1, . . . , n}, for which it needs 2n states.
Consequently, an NFW for good-pref (Ln ) must have at least 2n states.
It is also shown in [16] that the language Ln can be encoded by an LTL
formula of length quadratic in n. This implies that the translation of safety
and co-safety LTL formulas to NFWs for their bad and good prefixes is doubly
exponential. Formally, we have the following.
Theorem 3. [16] Given
a safety LTL formula ψ of size n, the size of an NFW
√
2Ω( n)
.
for bad-pref (ψ) is 2
3.2

Fine automata and their construction

As described in the proof of Theorem 2, some good prefixes for Ln (the “obvious
prefixes”) can be recognized by a small NFW. What if we give up the non-obvious
prefixes and construct an NFW A′ that accepts only the “obvious subset” of Ln ?
It is not hard to see that each word in Ln has an obvious prefix. Thus, while A′
does not accept all the good prefixes, it accepts at least one prefix of every word
in L. This useful property of A′ is formalized below.
Consider a safety language L. We say that a set X ⊆ bad-pref (L) is a trap
for L iff every word w 6∈ L has at least one bad prefix in X. Thus, while X need
not contain all the bad prefixes for L, it must contain sufficiently many prefixes
to “trap” all the words not in L. Dually, a trap for a co-safety language L is a
set X ⊆ good-pref (L) such that every word w ∈ L has at least one good prefix in
X. We denote the set of all the traps, for an either safety or co-safety language
L, by trap(L).
An NFW A is fine for a safety or a co-safety language L iff A accepts a trap
for L. For example, an NFW that accepts 0∗ · 1 · (0 + 1) does not accept all the
bad prefixes of the safety language {0ω }; in particular, it does not accept the
minimal bad prefixes in 0∗ · 1. Yet, such an NFW is fine for {0ω }. Indeed, every
infinite word that is different from 0ω has a prefix in 0∗ · 1 · (0 + 1). Likewise,

the NFW is fine for the co-safety language 0∗ · 1 · (0 + 1)ω . In practice, almost
all the benefit that one obtains from an NFW that accepts all the bad/good
prefixes can also be obtained from a fine automaton. It is shown in [16] that for
natural safety formulas ψ, the construction of an NFW fine for ψ is as easy as
the construction of A¬ψ . In more details, if we regard A¬ψ as an NFW, with
an appropriate definition of the set of accepting states, we get an automaton
fine for ψ. For general safety formulas, the problem of constructing small fine
automata was left open in [16] and its solution in [14] has led to new mysteries
in the context of safety properties. Let us first describe the result in [14].
Recall that the transition from a safety NBW to an NFW for its bad prefixes
is exponential, and that the exponential blow up follows from the fact that a
complementing NBW can be construction from a tight NFW. When we consider
fine automata, things are more complicated, as the fine NFW need not accept
all bad prefixes. As we show below, however, a construction of fine automata
still has the flavor of complementation, and must involve an exponential blow
up.
Theorem 4. [14] Given a safety NBW A of size n, the size of an NFW fine for
A is 2Θ(n) .
We now move on to consider co-safety NBWs. Recall that, as with safety
properties and bad prefixes, the transition from a co-safety NBW to an NFW
for its good prefixes is exponential. We show that a fine NFW for a co-safety
property can be constructed from the NBWs for the property and its negation.
The idea is that it is possible to bound the number of times that a run of A
visits the set of accepting states when it runs on a word not in L(A). Formally,
we have the following:
Lemma 1. [14] Consider a co-safety NBW A. Let F be the set of accepting
states of A and let A be an NBW with n states such that L(A) = comp(L(A)).
If a run of A on a finite word h ∈ Σ ∗ visits F more than |F | · n times, then h
is a good prefix for L(A).
Consider a co-safety NBW A with n states, m of them accepting. Let A be
an NBW with n states such that L(A) = comp(L(A)). Following Lemma 1, we
can construct an NFW fine for A by taking (m · n) + 1 copies of A, and defining
the transition function such that when a run of A′ visits F in the j-th copy of
A, it moves to the (j + 1)-th copy. The accepting states of A′ are the states of
F in the (m · n + 1)-th copy. This implies the following theorem.
Theorem 5. [14] Consider a co-safety NBW A with n states, m of them accepting. Let A be an NBW with n states such that L(A) = comp(L(A)). There
exists an NFW A′ with n · (m · n + 1) states such that A′ is fine for L(A).
Given a safety NBW, its complement NBW is co-safety. Thus, dualizing
Theorem 5, we get the following.

Theorem 6. [14] Consider a safety NBW with n states. Let A be an NBW with
n states, m̄ of them accepting, such that L(A) = comp(L(A)). There exists an
NFW A′ with n̄ · (m̄ · n + 1) states such that A′ is fine for L(A).
By Theorem 1, given an LTL formula ψ, we can construct NBWs Aψ and
A¬ψ for ψ and ¬ψ, respectively. The number of states in each of the NBWs is
at most 2O(|ψ|) . Hence, by Theorem 5, we can conclude:
Theorem 7. [14] Consider a safety LTL formula ϕ of length n. There exists an
NFW fine for ϕ with at most 2O(n) states.
It follows from Theorem 7 that the transition from a tight NFW (one that
accepts exactly all bad or good prefixes) to a fine NFW is significant, as it
circumvents the doubly exponential blow-up in Theorem 3.
3.3

Discussion

The work in [14] has answered positively the question about the existence of exponential fine automata for general safety LTL formulas, improving the doublyexponential construction in [16]. Essentially, the construction adds a counter on
top of the NBW for the formula. The counter is increased whenever the NBW
visits an accepting state, and a computation is accepted after the counter reaches
a bound that depends on the size of the formula. For a discussion on the application of the result in the context of bounded model checking and run-time
verification see [14]. Here, we discuss the theoretical aspects of the result.
While [14] has solved the problem of constructing exponential fine automata
for LTL formulas, the problem of constructing polynomial fine automata for
co-safety NBW is still open. The challenge here is similar to other challenges
in automata-theoretic constructions in which one needs both the NBW and its
complementing NBW — something that is easy to have in the context of LTL,
but difficult in the context of NBW. More problems in this status are reported
in [18]. For example, the problem of deciding whether an LTL formula ψ can be
translated to a DBW can be solved by reasoning about the NBWs for ψ and
¬ψ. This involves an exponential blow up in the length of ψ, but, as in our case,
no additional blow-up for complementation. The problem of deciding whether
an NBW can be translated to a DBW cannot be solved using the same lines,
as here complementation does involve an exponential blow up. From a practical
point of view, however, the problem of going from a co-safety automaton to a
fine NFW is of less interest, as users that use automata as their specification
formalism are likely to start with an automaton for the bad or the good prefixes
anyway. Thus, the problem about the size of fine automata is interesting mainly
for the specification formalism of LTL, which [14] did solve.

4

From Büchi to co-Büchi Automata

The second open problem we describe is the problem of translating, when possible, a nondeterministic Büchi word automaton to an equivalent nondeterministic

co-Büchi word automaton (NCW). The co-Büchi acceptance condition is dual
to the Büchi acceptance condition. Thus, F ⊆ Q and a run r is accepting if
it visits F only finitely many times. Formally, inf (r) ∩ F = ∅. NCWs are less
expressive than NBWs. For example, the language {w : w has only finitely many
0s} ⊆ {0, 1}ω cannot be recognized by an NCW. In fact, NCWs are as expressive as deterministic co-Büchi automata (DCWs). Hence, as DBWs are dual to
DCWs, a language can be recognized by an NCW iff its complement can be
recognized by a DBW.
The best translation of NBW to NCW (when possible) that is currently
known actually results in a deterministic co-Büchi automaton (DCW), and it
goes as follows. Consider an NBW A that has an equivalent NCW. First, codeterminize A and obtain a deterministic Rabin automaton (DRW) Ã for the
complement language. By [13], DRWs are Büchi type. That is, if a DRW has an
equivalent DBW, then the DRW has an equivalent DBW on the same structure.
Let B̃ be the DBW equivalent to Ã (recall that since A can be recognized by an
NCW, its complement can be recognized by a DBW). By dualizing B̃ one gets
a DCW equivalent to A. The co-determinization step involves an exponential
blowup in the number of states [33]. Hence, starting with an NBW with n states,
we end up with an NCW with 2O(n log n) states. This is particularly annoying as
even a lower bound showing that an NCW needs one more state is not known. As
we discuss below, the translation of NBW to an equivalent NCW is of practical
importance because of its relation to the problem of translating LTL formulas
to equivalent alternation-free µ-calculus (AFMC) formulas (when possible).
It is shown in [17] that given an LTL formula ψ, there is an AFMC formula
equivalent to ∀ψ iff ψ can be recognized by a DBW. Evaluating specifications
in the alternation-free fragment of µ-calculus can be done with linearly many
symbolic steps. In contrast, direct LTL model checking reduces to a search for
bad-cycles and its symbolic implementation involves nested fixed-points, and is
typically quadratic [32]. Hence, identifying LTL formulas that can be translated
to AFMC, and coming up with an optimal translation, is a problem of great practical importance. The best known translations of LTL to AFMC first translates
the LTL formula ψ to a DBW, which is then linearly translated to an AFMC
formula for ∀ψ. The translation of LTL to DBW, however, is doubly exponential, thus the overall translation is doubly-exponential, with only an exponential
matching lower bound [17].
The reason that current translations go through an intermediate deterministic automaton is the need to run this automaton on all the computations of
the system in a way that computations with the same prefix follow the same
run. A similar situation exists when we expand a word automaton to a tree
automaton [8] — the word automaton cannot be nondeterministic, as different
branches of the tree that have the same prefix u may be accepted by runs of the
word automaton that do not agree on the way they proceed on u. A promising
direction for coping with this situation was suggested in [17]: Instead of translating the LTL formula ψ to a DBW, one can translate ¬ψ to an NCW. This
can be done either directly, or by translating the NBW for ¬ψ to an equivalent

NCW. Then, the NCW can be linearly translated to an AFMC formula for ∃¬ψ,
whose negation is equivalent to ∀ψ. The fact that the translation can go through
a nondeterministic rather than a deterministic automaton is very promising, as
nondeterministic automata are typically exponentially more succinct than deterministic ones.3 Nevertheless, the problem of translating LTL formulas to NCWs
of exponential size is still open.4 The best translation that is known today involves a doubly-exponential blow up, and it actually results in a DCW, giving
up the idea that the translation of LTL to AFMC can be exponentially more efficient by using intermediate nondeterministic automata. Note that a polynomial
translation of NBW to NCW will imply a singly-exponential translation of LTL
to AFMC, as the only exponential step in the procedure will be the translation
of LTL to NBW.5
Recall that while the best upper bound for an NBW to NCW translation is
2O(n log n) , we do not even have a single example to a language whose NBW is
smaller than its NCW. In fact, it was only recently shown that NBWs are not
co-Büchi-type. That is, there is an NBW A such that L(A) can be recognized
by an NCW, but an NCW for L(A) must have a different structure than A.
We describe such an NBW in the proof below (the original proof, in [15], has a
different example).
Lemma 2. [15] NBWs are not co-Büchi-type.
Proof: Consider the NBW described in Figure 1. Note that the NBW has two
initial states. The NBW recognizes the language L of all words with at least one
a and at least one b. This language can be recognized by an NCW, yet it is easy
to see that there is no way to define F on top of A such that the result is an
NCW that recognizes L.
a,b

b

a,b

a

a

b

b

a

Fig. 1. An NBW for “at last one a and at least one b”
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Dually, we can translate the LTL formula to a universal Büchi automaton and translate this automaton to an AFMC formula. The universal Büchi automaton for ψ is
dual to the nondeterministic co-Büchi automaton for ¬ψ.
As mentioned above, not all LTL formulas can be translated to NCWs. When we
talk about the blow up in a translation, we refer to formulas for which a translation
exists.
Wilke [42] proved an exponential lower-bound for the translation of an NBW for
an LTL formula ψ to and AFMC formula equivalent to ∀ψ. This lower-bound does
not preclude a polynomial upper-bound for the translation of an NBW for ¬ψ to an
AFMC formula equivalent to ∃¬ψ, which is our goal.

During our efforts to solve the NBW to NCW problem, we have studied the
related problem of translating NBWs to NFWs. In the next section we describe
the problem, its relation to the NBW to NCW problem, and our partial success
in this front.
4.1

From Büchi to limit finite automata

Recall that DBWs are less expressive than NBWs. Landweber characterizes languages L ⊆ Σ ω that can be recognized by a DBW as those for which there is
a regular language R ⊆ Σ ∗ such that L is the limit of R. Formally, w is in the
limit of R iff w has infinitely many prefixes in R [21]. It is not hard to see that a
DBW for L, when viewed as a DFW, recognizes a language whose limit is L, and
vice versa – a DFW for R, when viewed as a DBW, recognizes the language that
is the limit of R. What about the case R and L are given by nondeterministic
automata? It is not hard to see that the simple transformation between the two
formalisms no longer holds. For example, the NBW A in Figure 2 recognizes the
language L of all words with infinitely many bs, yet when viewed as an NFW, it
recognizes (a + b)+ , whose limit is (a + b)ω . As another example, the language of
the NBW A′ is empty, yet when viewed as an NFW, it recognizes the language
(a + b)∗ · b, whose limit is L. As demonstrated by the examples, the difficulty
of the nondeterministic case originates from the fact that different prefixes of
the infinite word may follow different accepting runs of the NFW, and there
is no guarantee that these runs can be merged into a single run of the NBW.
Accordingly, the best translation that was known until recently for going from
an NFW to an NBW accepting its limit, or from an NBW to a limit NFW, is
to first determinize the given automaton. This involves a 2O(n log n) blow up and
gives up the potential succinctness of the nondeterministic model. On the other
hand, no lower bound above Ω(n log n) is known.
a,b

A:

a,b
a,b

A′ :
b

b

Fig. 2. Relating NBWs and limit NFWs.

In [2] we study this exponential gap and tried to close it. In addition to the
limit operator introduced by Landweber, we introduce and study two additional
ways to induce a language of infinite words from a language of finite words: the
co-limit of R is the set of all infinite words that have only finitely many prefixes
in R. Thus, co-limit is dual to Landweber’s limit. Also, the persistent limit of
R is the set of all infinite words that have only finitely many prefixes not in R.
Thus, eventually all the prefixes are in R. Formally, we have the following.

Definition 1. Consider a language R ⊆ Σ ∗ . We define three languages of infinite words induced by R.
1. [limit] lim(R) ⊆ Σ ω is the set of all words that have infinitely many prefixes
in R. I.e., lim(R) = {w | w[1, i] ∈ R for infinitely many i’s} [21].
2. [co-limit] co-lim(R) ⊆ Σ ω is the set of all words that have only finitely
many prefixes in R. I.e., co-lim(R) = {w | w[1, i] ∈ R for finitely many i’s}.
3. [persistent limit] plim(R) ⊆ Σ ω is the set of all words that have only
finitely many prefixes not in R. I.e., plim(R) = {w|w[1, i] ∈ R for almost all i’s}.
For example, for R = (a+b)∗ b, the language lim(R) consists of all words that
have infinitely many b’s, co-lim(R) is the language of words that have finitely
many b’s, and plim(R) is the language of words that have finitely many a’s.
For an NFW A, we use lim(A), co-lim(A), and plim(A), to denote lim(L(A)),
co-lim(L(A)), and plim(L(A)), respectively. The three limit operators are dual in
the sense that for all R ⊆ Σ ∗ , we have comp(lim(R)) = co-lim(R) = plim(comp(R)).
Below we describe the main results of [2], which studies the relative succinctness of NBWs, NCWs, and NFWs whose limit, co-limit, and persistent limit
correspond to the NBW and NCW.
We first need some notations. Consider an NFW A = hΣ, Q, δ, Q0 , F i. For
two sets of states P, S ⊆ Q, we denote by LP,S the language of A with initial set
P and accepting set S. Theorem 8 is a key theorem in beating the “determinize
first” approach. It implies that the transition from an NFW A to an NBW for
lim(A) need not involve a determinization of A. Indeed, we can specify lim(A) as
the union of languages that are generated by automata with a structure similar
to the structure of A. Formally, we have the following.
Theorem 8. [2] For every NFW A = hΣ, Q, δ, Q0 , F i,
[
lim(A) =
LQ0 ,{p} · (L{p},{p} ∩ L{p},F )ω .
p∈Q

Given A with n states, Theorem 8 implies that an NBW accepting lim(A)
can be constructed by intersection, application of ω, concatenation, and union,
starting with NFWs with n states. Exploiting the the similarity in the structure
of the involved NFWs, the resulting NBW has O(n2 ) states.
Corollary 1. Given an NFW A with n states, there is an NBW A′ with O(n2 )
states such that L(A′ ) = lim(L(A)).
Corollary 1 implies that going from an NFW to an NBW for its limit, it is
possible to do better than determinize the NFW. On the other hand, it is shown
in [2] that going from an NFW to an NCW for its co-limit or persistent limit,
an exponential blow-up cannot be avoided, and determinization is optimal.
Further results of [2] study succinctness among NFWs to which different
limit operators are applied. For example, in Theorem 9 below we prove that
going from a persistent limit NFW to a limit NFW involves an exponential blow
up. In other words, given an NFW A whose persistent limit is L, translating

A to an NFW whose limit is L may involve an exponential blow up. Note that
persistent limit and limit are very similar – both require the infinite word to
have infinitely many prefixes in L(A), only that the persistent limit requires, in
addition, that only finitely many prefixes are not in L(A). This difference, which
is similar to the difference between NBW and NCW, makes persistent limit
exponentially more succinct. Technically, it follows from the fact that persistent
limit NFWs inherit the power of alternating automata. In a similar, though less
surprising way, co-limit NFWs inherit the power of complementation, and are
also exponentially more succinct.
Theorem 9. [2] For every n ≥ 1, there is a language Ln ⊆ Σ ω such that there
are NFWs A with O(n) states, and A′ with O(n2 ) states, such that co-lim(A) =
plim(A′ ) = Ln but an NFW A′′ such that lim(A′′ ) = Ln must have at least 2n
states.
Proof: Consider the language Ln ⊆ {0, 1}ω of all words w such that w = uuz,
with |u| = n. We prove that an NFW A′′ such that lim(A′′ ) = Ln must remember
subsets of size n, and thus must have at least 2n states. In order to construct
small NFW for theVco-limit and persistent limit operators, we observe that a
n
word w is in Ln iff i=1 (w[i] = w[n + i]). In the case of co-limit, we can check
that only finitely many (in fact, 0) prefixes h of an input word are such that
h[i] 6= h[i + n] for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The case of persistent limit is much harder, as
we cannot use the implicit complementation used in the co-limit case. Instead,
we use the universal nature of persistence. We define the NFW A′ as a union of n
NFWs A′1 , . . . , A′n . The NFW A′i is responsible for checking that w[i] = w[n + i].
In order to make sure that the conjunction on all 1 ≤ i ≤ n is satisfied, we
further limit A′i to accept only words of length i mod n. Hence, A′i accepts a
word u ∈ Σ ∗ iff u[i] = u[n + i] ∧ |u| = i mod n. Thus, plim(A′ ) = Ln .
4.2

Discussion

The exponential gap between the known upper and lower bounds in the translation of NBW to NCW is particularly annoying: the upper bound is 2O(n log n) and
for the lower bound we do not even have an example of a language whose NCW
needs one more state than the NBW. The example in the proof of Lemma 2
shows an advantage of the Büchi condition. In a recent work with Benjamin
Aminof and Omer Lev, we hope to turn this advantage into a lower bound. The
idea is as follows. NCWs cannot recognize the language of all words that have
infinitely many occurrences of some letter. Indeed, DBWs cannot recognize the
complement language [21]. Thus, a possible way to obtain a lower bound for the
translation of NBW to NCW is to construct a language that is recognizable by
an NCW, but for which an NCW needs more states than an NBW due to its
inability to recognize infinitely many occurrences of a letter. One such candidate
is the family of languages L1 , L2 , . . . over the alphabet {a, b}, where Lk contains
exactly all words that have at least k occurrences of the letter a and at least k
occurrences of the letter b. An NBW can follow the idea of the NBW in Figure 1:

since every infinite word has infinitely many a’s or infinitely many b’s, the NBW
for L can guess which of the two letters occurs infinitely often, and count k occurrences of the second letter. Thus, the NBW is the union of two components,
one looking for k occurrences of a followed by infinitely many b’s and the other
looking for k occurrences of b followed by infinitely many a’s. This can be done
with 2k + 1 states. We conjecture that an NCW needs more than two counters.
The reason is that an NCW with less than k states accepting all words with
infinitely many a’s, inevitably also accepts a word with less than k a’s.
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